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All Distance Optimally Capturing Camera Array

ABSTRACT

This disclosure describes a method to utilize all the pixels in capturing visual
information at all distances using an array of cameras. The method uses a surface
which has both transparent and reflective surfaces built onto it. When the light rays
come into contact with this surface, parts of the light travel through the transparent
parts and parts of light reflect off the reflective part. Two types of camera arrays
capture the two types of light rays, which are the light rays that passes through and
the light rays that reflects off. The configuration is arranged in a way that no two
camera fields of views overlap each other when capturing visual information.
Thereby each field of views in all the cameras are optimally used to capture the
visual information in the combined field of view.

BACKGROUND
Camera arrays are used for capturing high resolution imagery of a particular scene.
In such scenarios, the combined resolution can be much higher than that of an
individual camera. Even though the array arrangement of cameras makes it
possible to capture high resolution imagery of a scene, such arrangement can only
optimally use all the pixels in the combined camera array at a one particular
distance after configuring the cameras. If wants to capture a scene at a different
distance, the configuration of the camera arrangement will have to be changed
appropriately in order to capture visual information with the pixels optimally. That
is a grid of camera array that is configured to capture a particular scene at a
particular distance utilizing all the pixels without visual information redundancy,
will have to be re-configured if it needs to capture a scene at a different distance
without pixels capturing redundant visual information. In the conventional scenario
the cameras in the grid of camera array will have overlapping fields of views if needs
to capture a scene with the same configuration-unaltered at a further distance.
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DESCRIPTION
This disclosure describes a method to utilize all the pixels in capturing visual
information at all distances using an array of cameras. A reflective optical system
fitted to a camera with a zoomed lens is utilized in this method. The complete
system consists of multiple such units. The reflective optical system fitted to a
camera with a zoomed lens, is descried below.
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• The reflective optical system fitted to a camera with a zoomed lens

The opening part
from which light
enters inside

The reflecting part
one
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The camera with
the zoomed lens

The light rays entering through the
opening and reflecting twice off the
two reflective parts and entering into
the camera’s imaging sensor through
the zoomed lens.

The reflecting part
two
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As given by the above diagram, light rays enter into the system through the
opening part. The entered light first reflects of the reflecting part one and travels
towards the reflecting part two. After reflecting off the reflecting part two, the in
came and then reflected light will enter the camera’s zoomed lens. Finally, the
camera’s image sensor captures the visual information of the in came light rays as
pixel information. The zoom of the camera is configured the following way. The
zoom should enable to capture the entire visual information of the field of view
visible at the opening part when the light enters this optical system. That is the
image sensor of the camera should capture the entire scene visible as the field of
view at the opening part in its surface area.

As mentioned before, a complete system that was configured to capture images
contains multiples of these reflective optical systems. An example complete system
is given below. The system contains sixty-four reflective optical systems. The
system is arranged in space in a cube like manner. The sixty-four reflective optical
systems are distributed in the cube like space in the following way. The cube like
space is structured into eight 3D slice like equal dimensional parts. Each 3D slice
like part contains eight reflective optical systems. Since there are eight 3D slice like
parts there will be a total of sixty-four reflective optical systems in the entire
system. The cube like space which is structure into eight 3D slice like equal
dimensional parts is given by the diagram below.

3D slice part one
3D slice part two
3D slice part three
3D slice part four
3D slice part five
3D slice part six
3D slice part seven
3D slice part eight
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• The structure of a 3D slice like part which contains eight reflective optical
systems is given by the diagram below.

The top view diagram:
1

4

2

3

5
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The description of the structure of a 3D slice like part which contains eight reflective
optical systems is given below.
As in the above diagram, there are five major types of components in the structure.
They are given below.
Component type one:
The opened part where the light rays initially enter the system
Component type two:
The transparent surface which allows light rays to pass through it
Component type three:
The reflective surface which reflects light off it
Component type four:
The vertically positioned reflective optical systems fitted to cameras with zoomed
lenses.
Component type five:
The horizontally positioned reflective optical systems fitted to cameras with
zoomed lenses.

• The working mechanisms of the structure of a 3D slice like part which
contains eight reflective optical systems is described below.

Initially light rays will enter into the system through the eight opened parts.
(Labelled in the diagram as no:1, component type one). Four beams of light will
pass through the four transparent surfaces. (Labelled in the diagram as no:2,
component type two). Four beams of light will reflect off the four reflective surfaces
in the perpendicular direction. (Labelled in the diagram as no:3, component type
three). The four beams of light that passes through the four transparent surfaces
will enter inside the four horizontally positioned reflective optical systems fitted to
cameras with zoomed lenses. (Labelled in the diagram as no:5, component type
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five). The four beams of light that reflect off the four reflective surfaces in the
perpendicular direction will enter inside the four vertically positioned reflective
optical systems fitted to cameras with zoomed lenses. (Labelled in the diagram as
no:4, component type four). In this scenario, each zoom configuration of each
camera in each of the reflective optical systems fitted to cameras with zoomed
lenses is set according to following manner. The zoom should enable to capture the
entire visual information of the field of view visible at the corresponding opened
part (Labelled in the diagram as no:1, component type one) from which the light
initially enters this system. That is the image sensor of the camera should capture
the entire scene visible as the field of view at the opening part (Labelled in the
diagram as no:1, component type one) in its (the image sensor of the camera)
surface area. This configuration applies for both the vertically positioned reflective
optical systems fitted to cameras with zoomed lenses and the horizontally
positioned reflective optical systems fitted to cameras with zoomed lenses. The net
effect of all the above-mentioned working mechanisms is the structure of a 3D slice
like part which contains eight reflective optical systems gaining capability to
capture eight beams of light in an evenly distributed manner. The complete camera
array system which contains sixty-four reflective optical systems, which are evenly
distributed among eight dimensionally equal 3D slice like parts can effectively
capture visual information that will be included in the total field of view of the
combined sixty-four reflective optical systems. This complete array system can
capture visual information of objects at multiple distances from it without
reconfiguring the zoom lenses. At the same time, the system can utilize all the
pixels of all the image sensors on the sixty-four cameras optimally (without multiple
images on image sensors capturing redundant overlapping visual information) at
all those multiple distances.
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• The description of the general configuration of the all distance optimally
capturing camera array
In order to capture a combined square like field of view, the complete system
of an all distance optimally capturing camera array could consists of an N1
number of dimensionally and structurally equal 3D slice like parts. And each
such 3D slice like part could contain an N2 number of reflective optical systems.
Where N1 number of dimensionally and structurally equal 3D slice like parts
have to be equivalent to N2 number of reflective optical systems in each of
those parts. That is the number of dimensionally and structurally equal 3D slice
like parts that could contains has to be equivalent to the number of reflective
optical systems present in each of the 3D slice like parts.
This equivalent number has to be a number which is a two s power multiple.
That is any number in the series starting from number four and continuing - [
the series of – 4,8,16,32,64,128,256,512, 1024…….]

CONCLUSION

• This disclosure describes a method to utilize all the pixels in capturing visual
information at all distances using an array of cameras. The method uses a
surface which has both transparent and reflective surfaces built onto it.
When the light rays come into contact with this surface, parts of the light
travel through the transparent parts and parts of light reflect off the
reflective part. Two types of camera arrays capture the two types of light
rays, which are the light rays that passes through and the light rays that
reflects off. The configuration is arranged in a way that no two camera fields
of views overlap each other when capturing visual information. Thereby each
field of views in all the cameras are optimally used to capture the visual
information in the combined field of view. It is possible to get a square like
combined field of view with a combined higher resolution by configuring the
complete system accordingly to a two s power multiple number. The all
distance optimally capturing camera array can be used as multiple units
positioned in 3D space to increase the coverage area of the visual
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information capturing. That is positioning many complete systems in many
different positions in 3D space to capture a combined larger viewing area by
the camera arrays.
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